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Report Format

The workshop was organized as a combination of presentations and breakout sessions, 
with the detailed schedule shown in the next slides.  For most of the presentations, pdf files 
with the visual materials are provided on the workshop website.

This report provides summaries of the breakout sessions.  There were four breakout 
sessions, three consisting of three discussion groups and one consisting of two discussion 
groups. For each of these 11 group sessions, this report provides the Guiding Questions 
that were posed to the specific group. It then provides an Output Summary for each group 
discussion. Any Additional Comments received on a topic post-workshop are included on 
an additional slide.  This summary is a collection of opinions voiced during the workshop 
and should not be considered as ARPA-E’s preferred targets or goals.

Guiding questions that were not addressed (due to time or prioritization) or addressed in 
other sessions are highlighted in red. 

Of 54 external workshop attendees, 14 returned responses to a draft version of this 
summary. Comments and guiding questions highlighted in bold represent agreement 
among at least three respondents that the highlighted item was among the 3-5 most 
pertinent points / questions of the session to be explored in greater depth.
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Workshop Agenda Thursday October 27, 2016
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Time Session/Speaker Topic/Comments Room
8:00 am Registration and coffee 2nd Floor 

Foyer

8:30 am Eric Rohlfing, 

ARPA-E Deputy Director - Technology

Welcome and introduction to ARPA-E Gallery II

8:45 am Marc von Keitz, 

ARPA-E PD

Workshop motivation & goals Gallery II

9:05 am Luca Zullo Anaerobic digestion industry overview and 

opportunities for process intensification

Gallery II

9:30 am David Chynoweth Anaerobic digestion feedstocks and 

opportunities for macroalgae conversion 

Gallery II

9:50 am Marc von Keitz Breakout #1 instructions Gallery II

10:00 am Coffee break Migrate to breakout rooms 2nd Floor 

Foyer

10:15 am Breakout Session #1 Challenges and opportunities for 

intensification of the AD process

Group A Reactor design and feedstock 

pretreatment: Opportunities for enhanced 

hydrolysis and process intensification

Gallery I

Group B Monitoring and process control Gallery II

Group C Feedstock, co-products, and upgrade 

pairing considerations

Gallery III

11:45 am Lunch & Breakout Session #1 report out Gallery II
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Time Session/Speaker Topic/Comments Room
12:45 pm Marc von Keitz Breakout #2 instructions Gallery II

12:50 pm Lars Angenent Microbiome shaping of anaerobic 

fermentation and chain elongation to 

increase product specificity

Gallery II

1:10 pm Paul Weimer The ruminant microbiome, biomass 

conversion, and carboxylate production

Gallery II

1:30 pm Breakout session #2 Engineering & modulating the product 

portfolio of the AD microbiome 

Group A Microbiome analysis & tools to prevent 

methanogenesis

Gallery I

Group B Metabolic pathways and target 

intermediates

Gallery II

Group C Reactor design and lessons from ruminant 

conversion systems

Gallery III

2:45 pm Coffee break

3:00 pm Breakout Session #2 read out & Instructions for Breakout Session # 3 Gallery II

3:30 pm Ned Jackson Electrocatalytic upgrading opportunities 

and challenges 

Gallery II

3:50 pm Glenn Lipscomb Separations opportunities and challenges Gallery II

4:10 pm Breakout session #3 Product upgrading and process integration 

Group A Biological product upgrade strategies Gallery I

Group B Catalytic/electro-catalytic upgrading and 

best pairings with biological intermediates

Gallery II

Group C Separations unit operations required to 

facilitate upgrading strategies

Gallery III

5:30 pm Breakout Session #3 read out & Day 1 closing remarks Gallery II

6:00 pm End of official program Dinner informally coordinated



Workshop Agenda Friday October 28, 2016
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Time Session/Speaker Topic/Comments Room
9:00 am Marc von Keitz Welcome to Day 2 Gallery II

9:10 am Mark Holtzapple History of the MixAlco process and future 

challenges

Gallery II

9:40 am Marc von Keitz Strawman FOA  

& Instructions for Breakout Session #4

Gallery II

10:00 am Coffee break Networking opportunity

10:15 am Breakout session #4 ARPA-E funding opportunity – Key topics, 

target metrics & boundary conditions

Group A Key technical problems/ risks for FOA 

focus

Gallery I

Group B Target metrics & benchmarking against 

competitor conversions

Gallery II

Group C Routes to industry implementation & 

relevant reactor scale to be investigated in 

a FOA

Gallery III

11:30 am Break

11:45 am Breakout Session #4 read out Gallery II

12:15 pm Lunch Gallery II

1:00 pm Marc von Keitz Closing Remarks Gallery II



Motivations for a Potential Program

‣ New approach to access large amount of underutilized feedstocks 

– Direct utilization of wet feedstocks including wet waste streams

– Avoidance of sterilization and drying

– Allows utilization of feedstocks with unconventional or atypical composition such as 
macroalgae (which contains alginates and other non-conventional components)

‣ Potential for high carbon efficiency, enabling maximal feedstock utilization

‣ Prevention of distributed methane emissions (high global warming potential gas)

‣ Recent advances in enabling technologies

– Microbiome science and manipulation

– Advanced AD & carboxylate platform continued efforts

– Catalysis and electrocatalysis of bio-intermediates
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Terminology

‣ AD – anaerobic digestion

‣ CAPEX / OPEX – capital and operating expenses

‣ CHP – combined heat and power 

‣ F:M ratio – food to microorganism/mass; compares concentration of food or organic waste (BOD5, COD, or TOC) 
entering the biological system with microbial biomass

‣ Intermediates – products of the mixed community anaerobic conversion, target for separations and feed into 
downstream upgrading; e.g. VFAs, MCFAs

‣ LCA – life cycle assessment 

‣ MCFAs – medium chain length fatty acids, e.g. n-valerate, n-caproate, n-caprylate (C5-C8)

‣ MBR – Membrane bioreactor

‣ MSW – Municipal solid waste

‣ NG – Natural gas

‣ NPK – Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium 

‣ Reductants - potential sources of external reducing power, e.g. H2, electricity, CH4, CO, etc. 

‣ SRT / HRT – solids retention time / hydraulic retention time (depending on reactor design, these may be decoupled)

‣ Upgrading – conversion of intermediate compounds into more highly reduced products

‣ VFAs – volatile fatty acids, e.g. acetic, propionic, butyric acids (C2-C4)

‣ WWTP – wastewater treatment plant
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Group 1 – A – Reactor design and feedstock pretreatment: Opportunities for enhanced 

hydrolysis and process intensification 

Guiding Questions

‣ What forms of pretreatment offer opportunities for significant hydrolysis rate improvement? 

– How do we measure hydrolysis? Could be valuable to get beyond the proxy 

measurement of methane production. 

‣ How do we enhance hydrolysis while suppressing other processes? 

‣ Feedstock-specific considerations?

‣ What reactor designs offer opportunities for process intensification? (of what?)

‣ Other opportunities for enhanced hydrolysis and process intensification? 

‣ Should we pretreat?

‣ Is hydrolysis the rate limiting step? 

‣ Comparable metrics and minimum standards? Targets for effluent composition? 

‣ How do we hone in on a substrate-specific hydrolysis step?
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Reactor design – integral with feedstock/ hydrolysis and 
desired Intermediates

▸ Reactor size makes a difference here. Market size and 
feedstock transportation costs need to be defined 
accounted.  

▸ Multi-stage AD

– Matching rates important

– Selectivity (e.g. chain elongation)

– Aerobic co-processing of lignin (e.g. termite gut)

▸ Mechanical stirring / Mixing and mass transfer 
phenomena

▸ In situ product separation?

– Anaerobic membrane bioreactors – biofouling, 
expense concerns

– 2 advantages: solids stay in the reactor, easier 
volatile separations

– Solvent extraction 

▸ High solids reactors 

– Higher loading means smaller reactor volumes and 
CAPEX

– Could be important for modularity

Pretreatment – requirement/intensity feedstock dependent

▸ Thermal/Chemical – Fate of lignin?

▸ Biological/Enzymatic – hydrolysis different rate than other 
steps

▸ Mechanical – low CAPEX, OPEX unclear; opportunity to 
mimic ruminant chewing of the cud

– In situ grinding shown to increase methane yields by 
~60% with positive energy balance; yield and 
productivity gains of 3x & 4x with milling during 
digestion

▸ Electrochemical – low T, modular; efficacy unclear. 
OPEX? 

Additional considerations:

▸ Feedstock specific pathways to only certain products

▸ Utilization of components that may require further 
processing (e.g. lignin) 

▸ Rate intensification problems will be different for different 
organisms. How can these be synchronized?

▸ Widely varying composition and volume of feed stocks, 
such as seasonality
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▸ Pretreatment to reduce sulfate and nitrate should be considered. 
These species can significantly reduce organics that can be 
channeled into producing target compounds. Also their by product 
such as H2S can be a problematic for reactor operation.

▸ There are many industrial waste streams that contain high COD 
but low BOD. Even with moderate BOD levels, they can be toxic in 
anaerobic culture, while it may not be an issue in aerobic process. 
Efficient method of hydrolysis to make such organics more 
bioavailable would enhance the overall industrial water 
management. Use of low cost AOP using new material can be 
considered to initiate the cleavage of hard to remove chemicals.

▸ A key issue here is whether there are class of feedstock which may 
deserve special considerations for specific technology 
development due their potential volume/availability. I would also 
argue that in the case of waste streams/feedstock, global 
availability is also often paired with extensive geographical 
distribution. This implies that technology needs to keep this in 
account as the development of technologies which requires large 
amounts of aggregate feedstock may not be economically viable.

▸ The issue of pretreating - and my answer is in general yes, 
pretreating is important and should be done - ties up with 
hydrolysis and feedstock specific treatments.

▸ Is there any lesson from cellulosic ethanol which could be brought 
to bear regarding substrate-specific hydrolysis?

▸ Carbon utilization - defined as % of C in the feedstock recovered 
into useful product (whatever that may be) - could be a decent 
metric which would allow to compare different feedstocks and 
technology on a somewhat equal footing.

▸ BETO has several projects striving to valorize lignin in a variety of 
ways.

▸ Definition of different rates for multi-stage AD? I could have 
different rates, but if I can decouple processes, different rates can 
be handled in separate section of the process with different 
engineering. In general more than matching rates, I think it is 
important to speed up the slowest rate.

▸ Rate intensification is yet another  powerful argument for more 
work in the area biological consortia. If we have two organisms A 
and B working with B having half of the rate of B, then the 
simplistic option is to double B.

▸ Transportation costs can be understood and defined quite easily, 
but needs to be accounted in the economics immediately.

▸ Two stage designs allow for optimization of fast and slow growing 
bacteria,  Also acids are localized to environment of lowest 
inhibition.

▸ High solids leachbed designs allow removal of inhibitory acids from 
their site of formation to a separate reactor optimized for their 
conversion.

▸ Thermal conversion can be used to covert residues to 
methanogenic gases, biothermal conversion.
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Group 1 – B – Monitoring and process control 

Guiding Questions

‣ What are the most important parameters for process control? 

‣ Which of these might be reasonably monitored at the envisioned scale?

‣ Critical sensors / other monitoring techniques to consider? 

‣ What are the technical solutions that could dramatically enhance in situ sensing, 

monitoring and control of rewired AD?
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Important parameters for process control & potential 
monitoring techniques:

▸ Temperature, Feedstock rate

▸ Ammonia control, through the use of pH or inhibitors

▸ Use of pH & pKa of different products as a mechanism to 
kill members e.g. acetogens if acetic acid not of interest

▸ Intermediates profiling

– Ion-selective electrodes 

– Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and 
related techniques- environment too complex?

– Online GC/MS for VFAs; portable systems in Ag

– In-line IR

▸ Microbial community – to ID community change 
before intermediate profile changes; capture 
community dynamics and monitor robustness of 
desired community structure (3x residence time 
recommended)

– Timescale is an issue for PCR-based. 28h current 
turnaround; more like 6-8h required for effective 
control

– Amino acid profiling potential

– Not of interest

• Geochip not sufficiently quantitative

• Antibody systems – too complex

Inoculation process & opportunities:

▸ ID potential problems in feedstock and respond

▸ Use of probiotics

▸ Development of inocula in advance, with feedstock 
specificity

Additional sensors & monitoring needs & considerations:

▸ Elemental analysis – drying/burning

▸ Microbial electrochemistry as sensor

▸ Representative sampling throughout reactor / high 
inhomogeneity

▸ Proactive control options: feed solid content, pH

▸ Opportunities to leveraging learnings from a distributed 
network?

▸ Desired end products: fuels vs high value chemicals?

▸ Improve hydrolysis to utilize 50% of the feed that is 
currently wasted (Particularly important for 
unprocessed biomass feedstocks)

▸ Product removal challenges

▸ Biomass yield coefficient 

▸ Scaling and process monitoring/control intimately 
intertwined – capital availability for this only likely for large 
scale 
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▸ It would be a step change in performance if 
low cost, abiotic catalyst can be developed 
for ammonia removal upstream of AD. No 
aeration, and no sludge production can be 
achieved during ammonia removal.

▸ Given the time scale of AD processes. It is 
critical that any approach to process control 
is seen in view of its predictive and/or early 
detection capabilities. In the chemical 
industry, model predictive control has been 
very successful to control complex process 
with long time constant and complex 
feedback loops.

▸ It's tricky to determine the status of a 
digester by analyzing the microbiota, These 
test are usually expensive and time 
consuming. Research on improving this is 
important.

▸ Process Monitoring and Control should be 
given high priority.  Instability in digesters is 
the main reason for selection of other 
conversion options.

– Smart systems measuring parameters 
such as methane gas content, 
oxidation-reduction potential, alkalinity, 
pH, total and specific volatile acids.

– Sensors should be developed for 
continuous and on-line measurement 
of total and individual volatile acids.

– Models for relating operation to 
performance
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Group 1 – C – Feedstock, coproducts, and upgrade pairing considerations

Guiding Questions

‣What feedstock(s) should be considered? 

‣ Available quantities and distribution? 

‣ Best pairings with upgrading steps? 

‣What opportunities exist for co-products? 

‣What is the fate of effluent, inorganics, etc.?
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Feedstock opportunities:

▸ Sludge / Biosolids

– Centralized, existing problem with large amount of C 

– New rules (effluent, N removal) may restrict availability, contamination 
concerns, uncaptured Me prevention opportunity unclear

▸ Animal waste

– Significant opportunity but mixed with sand; C:N ratio adjustment with 
additional feedstock necessary

▸ Food / Industrial Organic Waste

– Not very accessible, post consumer waste requires separation

– Existing market value in animal markets, opportunity cost to operator 
does not exceed the value of the biogas; although this is not 
necessarily true in industrial and institutional environments

▸ Macroalgae

– Optimized inoculum required (high salt, non-standard sugars), designs 
to optimize nutrients, open sea farming removes real estate cost

▸ Blended with dry

– Mixing wet waste water sludge with dry feedstocks such as MSW 
removes need to pretreat waste water to sludge

▸ Microalgae

– Particle size solved, but separations difficulty

▸ Biofuels Process wastes
– >4 million tons/y glycerol, no cost in aggregation, located at plant, great 

opportunity to add additional value

– Stillage from cellulosic ethanol plants, vegetable producers

▸ Terrestrial Biomass

– 350 million tons/y, opportunity to upgrade e.g. corn stover for 
accumulation of soil carbon

▸ Medical waste

– Risk of recalcitrant compounds accumulating in environment

– May be subject to regulatory barriers

Coproducts

▸ Protein harvesting from clean feedstocks

▸ Water – graywater? Processing requirements? Toxins?

▸ CHP – for rural/small scale

▸ Soil amendment

▸ Fertilizer returned to field (toxin prevention considerations)

▸ Lignin residuals separate conversion

▸ H2 / CO2 – may have value, location-dependent

Additional Comments

▸ Use of AD for ~20 years; lessons from European markets such as co-digestion 
of feedstocks

▸ Feedstock homogeneity as a function of product value, scale

▸ Digestate must be dealt with and risky waste stream that must be disposed of  

▸ Urban placement v. rural placement of AD facility – maximum haul distance

▸ Difficulty of phase separations, energy costs for gas-liquid vs. liquid-
liquid; gas separation has applications and possibilities

▸ Methods for clean precipitations would be a valuable development direction

▸ NPK cycling to return nutrients back to the soil

▸ Anaerobic first to extract energy, and follow on with composting, consideration 
with siting

▸ Aerobic treatment first appropriate in rural settings

▸ Rumen / termite engineering

▸ Distributed processing to high energy intermediate, then transport to central 
location for final processing

▸ Inflexibility of industrial processes because of financing schemes, warranties 
are tied to the design
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▸ BETO recently published Biofuels and Bioproducts from Wet and Gaseous 
Feedstocks: Challenges and Opportunities, which contains detailed estimates 
of the annual volumes of many of the feedstocks listed, including maps. This 
report is available at https://energy.gov/eere/bioenergy/articles/beto-publishes-
analysis-biofuels-and-bioproducts-wet-and-gaseous-waste

▸ BETO's 2016 Billion Ton study update inventories more than 1B tons of 
potential US terrestrial biomass

▸ Using engines can be a low cost solution to produce syngas from the biogas. 
This technology already has the potential for attaining low cost through mass 
manufacturing, unlike other technologies that needs to be scaled down to fit AD 
in wastewater treatment plants. From syngas, methanol can be produced 
easily, and other long chain chemicals are also possible. There are about 200 
plants in US currently that both have AD and purchase methanol for 
denitrification. Once this technology is proven, the concept of producing 
electron donors on site can be more widely adapted.

▸ Glycerol can only be co-digested in small amounts (less than 5%), cannot be 
digested singularly.

▸ Need to differentiate between haul distance of input (food waste, sludge) and 
product (biosolids, liquid fertilizer), as urban location would reduce input hauling 
but increase output hauling distance.

▸ Dairy manure actually has a good C:N ratio. This ratio is low in poultry manure.  
I think manure is an important feedstock, but comments about sand and C:N 
ratio are not actually valid.

▸ Manure is already used on the fields, the digestion process does not change 
this, but if co-digestion is used more N and P is available, which is great if the 
farmer has the need (less fertilizer to buy), but a problem is the operator is in an 
urban area with nowhere to place the fertilizer product without energy intensive 
N and P removal.

▸ Not all farmers bed with sand, most do not, and those that do use sand 
recovery.  Most farmers with digesters actually use the digested solids for 
bedding, not sand, so this is not really a concern.

▸ Why would you do aerobic first? Anaerobic treatment is what all farmers do now 
- anaerobic lagoons, usually without covers - why put energy into the process?

▸ Would be nice to provide additional information on readily available feedstocks 
and their volume for each of the specified opportunities. Furthermore,  macro-
or microalgae should be considered as near  or future term feedstocks

▸ 350 million tons is crop residue only; in addition there are 40 million tons 
ethanol stillage, 80 million tons organic MSW, 680 million tons manure and 1.5 
billion tons of new energy biomass possible.

▸ Wastes, especially MSW and Ag wastes should be emphasized as based on 
tipping fee credits and need for disposal. Macroalgae have a huge methane, 
food, and feed potential.

– Macro and micro algae should be given highest priority as feedstocks 
because of large areas for growth and significant potential for carbon 
mitigation and production of methane and other fuels, food, and feed 
without competing with other land uses.  Furthermore algae are not 
water limited.

– Rumen and termite methane fermentations should be given priority 
because ot their potential to improve yields and rates as well as AD of 
other significant feedstocks such as wood.  Such research may also 
lead to reduction of their significant contribution to global atmospheric 
methane.

▸ New membranes that can efficiently separate gas phase CO2 from H2 can 
significantly reduce the product inhibition of H2 producers and enhance the 
value of this product. The reaction can be shifted towards H2 production in lieu 
of CH4. The other product, acetate, can be further processed for other final 
products.

▸ Because of the differences in starting feed composition, the end products in 
carboxylate platform can vary significantly. In AD, the final product is always 
CH4 no matter what the feed is (as long as they are biodegradable), which 
gives a uniform product that can be further processed.

▸ While is true that AD is truly a multi feedstock process as virtually any organic 
substrate can be digested, from a technology development the saying "one size 
fits none" is still true. Ultimately there is a certain amount of tailoring to specific 
substrates - especially in the area of pretreatment - which needs to be done. 
This means that no specific technology is truly universal. I would like to see a 
focus on the identify class of feedstock which because of volume, theoretical 
energy content, distribution, economics, etc. offer the best opportunities. So a 
very important effort would be to match feedstock with existing technologies 
and challenges to identify the highest reward target.

▸ Water toxin content important consideration, that’s often overlooked. This can 
become a major money pit.
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Group 2 – A – Microbiome analysis & tools to prevent methanogenesis 

Guiding Questions

‣What recent advances in microbiome assessment and analysis might be 

employed? 

‣ To what extent can metagenomics and metaproteomics be connected to 

characterize the community? 

‣ How might techniques like these be harnessed to engineer AD? 

‣What tools would enable effective engineering of microbial consortia - enzymes, 

phage control, inocula? 

‣What are the cost-effective means of preventing methanogenesis? 

‣ To what extent should synthetic consortia be considered?

‣ Identification of the technical challenges that limit the effectiveness of current 

carboxylate platform concepts. 
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Microbiome monitoring and assessment tools

▸ Meta-omics
– Use for biomarker discovery, targeted monitoring to show 

trends

– Hard to use at full scale, does not necessarily inform 
intervention

▸ qPCR (quantitative polymerase chain reaction)
– Waste water treatment use

– Does not measure viability

▸ Microfluidic devices
– In field monitoring, reduced infrastructure, run PCR, other 

assays, etc.

▸ Analytics
– Sparse data methods to predict metabolic flux 

– Difficulty in extending to consortium, predictability is difficult 

▸ Biomarker monitoring
– Identify biomarkers for methanogens to try to remove these 

from the process

– Reactor content heterogeneity

Tools to enable effective engineering of microbial consortia

▸ Physical

– Temperature

– pH (<5.5) / high salinity

– Mixing / reactor design

– Feedstock monitoring (composition and loading rate)

– SRT/ HRT / F:M ratio

– Aeration

– UV light

▸ Metabolic engineering
– Control via genetic alteration of one organism, add a gene, 

target with viruses

– Creating the selective pressure, increase hydrogen 
pressure, and provide hydrogenase to certain organism 
within the mix, community reaction is unpredictable

▸ Low cost inhibitors
– Control via bromide in ruminants, naturally occurring 

– Downstream environmental risk, e.g. further application 
of sludge to agricultural fields 

▸ Preprocessing, enzymatic expressing
– HRT control mechanism

– Increased rate of hydrolysis, improved capacity, 
addition of more of the rumen characteristics
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To what extent should synthetic consortia be considered? 

▸ Engineered inocula

– Goal: direct the evolution of existing members rather 
than trying to design an entire community

– Does not require the persistence of the engineered cells

– Feedstock-specific pairings opportunity

▸ Harness natural consortia
– Take advantage of natural stability and develop tools to 

modulate specific reactions

▸ Fully reconstituted or synthesized?
– Benefit: Control of system

– Strain diversity is lost when isolates are recombined, co-
culture is difficult to grow

– great for mechanistic understanding

– natural communities are always at an advantage 

– scale is a challenge

Other consortia engineering for fast hydrolysis, high C yield? 

▸ Develop selection criteria that forces high C yield
– Force the consortium to perform under high carbon loading

– Risk, difficulty in designing culture system

▸ Pre-treatment - Sterilizes the feedstock, multi-process, availability 
of carbon metabolites

▸ Assist with extraction - Method to enhance separation with 
shorter chain VFAs

Additional Comments:

▸ Kbase, JGI, super computing facilities/ analytics capacity to 
leverage useful resources from DOE office of science

▸ There is a historic effect in the consortium, and extremely difficult 
to predict the performance in future weeks, biology of ‘memory’ is 
not understood

▸ Why are communities stable? distinguish between functional 
stability and genetic stability - becomes an issue at large 
scale

▸ Normal functionality is methane production, creation of new 
products will require fast monitoring technologies, product on 
demand system requires analytical method

▸ Spatial variability?  Degree of mixing?  Upflow reactor gives pH 
gradient, feeding zone has different concentrations

▸ Ultra-low input methods available for metagenomic and 
metatranscriptomic library construction

– less than 100 bacterial cells / sample requirement

– Potential to generate list of genes/pathways

– Serve as scaffold for metatranscriptomic data mapping, 
enabling underlying methanogenesis & feedstock 
degradation activity elucidation

– Macroalgae applications
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▸ Currently, one of the most serious inefficiency 
issues is the fact that desired product is mixed with 
other chemical species in the bioreactor. The 
separation/purification of the carboxylate products 
from the mixture is a technical challenge as well as 
economical barrier.

▸ Before targeted rewiring of anaerobic digestion 
could be implemented, it is imperative to gain an 
understanding of the mechanisms responsible for 
the assembly of trophic groups in AD. For example, 
we need to know why certain AD processes are 
robust and resilient; but some are persistently not. 
Up till now, it is unclear why some microbial 
populations are dominant in some AD processes 
but not in others. This knowledge is needed to 
avoid the blackbox approach in rewiring AD.

▸ For synthesized communities, objective should be 
to design and construct synthetic microbial 
communities with specific functions and products, 
building upon the ability to develop modular mixed 
culture sub-communities. The challenge is the 
ability to identify and control the interactions 
between these communities.

▸ A project to study microbiome analyses to 
understand the microbiology of digester 
performance related to feedstock, temperature, 
inhibition, recovery, reactor design and operation, 
process control, and process modeling would be 
helpful.

▸ Inhibiting methanogenesis to produce other 
products should be low priority.

▸ Identify syntrophic relationship in community 
structure, hence determine essential key players in 
the community.
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Group 2 – B – Metabolic pathways and target intermediates

Guiding Questions

‣ Identify the fundamental pathways under consideration – VFAs, MCFAs, 

etc? 

‣ Thermodynamic, kinetic, community stability, effect on separations and upgrading 

considerations?

‣What are the most important metrics for choosing a target pathway?

‣ Source of inoculum? Pairing with desired product?

‣ Organisms with sufficient salt tolerance?

– Sea water concentration levels (3-4%)

‣ Tolerance to products? 

‣What chain lengths should be targeted?

‣What intermediates should be targeted/considered?
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C2/C4/C5 Chain length considerations

▸ Ketonization chemistry (simple, high yield)

▸ Hydrogenation to make alcohols

▸ C3/C5/C7 alcohols are accessible

▸ Esters with high octane number

▸ Polymer precursors for higher value products

▸ High optionality

▸ Requires H2/Rejection of CO2

▸ Thermodynamic minimum with inhibited methanogensis 

▸ Levulinic acid  (Shell)
– Valeric acid product – demonstrated in fuel applications

▸ Codigestion
– Handle combined feed streams 

– Semiuniform product

▸ Challenges

– Identify kinetically advantageous pathways 

– Rational control of kinetics in a heterogeneous environment 
– fundamental knowledge gap 

– Selective products for levulinic acid lacking

C6/C8 Chain length considerations

▸ Phase separation

▸ Energy density

▸ Straight chain not as high value (e.g., jet) – need to introduce 
branching

▸ C6/C8 are longest before toxicity/precipitation concerns

▸ Kinetic considerations – lactic acid (production of VFAs)
– Lower temp favors medium chain

▸ Genetically modified microbes

Additional metabolic pathways to consider

▸ Volatile end products:

– Isoprene

– Ethylene

– Sterile VFA stream required

▸ Synthetic biology tools

▸ Thermophilic pathways

▸ Syntrophic relationships

▸ Control reaction zones
Additional Comments

▸ Rational and predictive community analysis

▸ Long retention time & hydrolysis rates are general AD challenges 

▸ Building/control of consortia 

– Sterilization at various scales (recoverable heat)

▸ Enhancing cell concentration – faster kinetics at reactor scale

▸ Increase SRT

▸ Production of methanol, to be used as denitrification carbon source?
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▸ May be necessary to provide external energy to 

enhance the process and product value. This 

will help to overcome critical energetic barriers 

for the production of specific products. The key 

is to maximize the overall return in terms of 

energy and cost savings using the appropriate 

boundaries for calculating the mass and energy 

balance. 

▸ Regarding higher value products from C2/C4/C5 

chain length intermediates, anything other than 

fuel.

▸ There are many anaerobic organisms that can 

tolerate high salinity while maintaining 

methanogenesis. For example, some seawater can 

have as high as 70,000 ppm total dissolved solids 

(TDS) while still producing methane if a significant 

amount of organics is present. This type of 

inoculum can be considered for treating high 

strength industrial organic wastes.
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Group 2 – C – Reactor design and lessons from ruminant conversion systems

Guiding Questions

‣ Is the rumen better? In what ways?

‣What lessons might be learned from the rumen model bioreactor?

‣ Is inoculation an important capability? 

‣Mixing and non-uniformity considerations? 

‣What are the adjustable parameters for shaping the reactor microbiome 

(e.g. temperature, pH, hydrogen partial pressure, extraction rate)? 
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Is the rumen better?

▸ There are several competing factors: 

– Concentration of bacteria, volume of reactor, efficiency, time to 
process certain quantity of a particular feedstock, CAPEX of 
multiple small reactors vs one larger one. 

▸ For an ARPA-E project. Can a small reactor provide results that scale? 

– Reactor volume/surface area effects are different in “cow” vs 
larger scale. 

▸ Succession of feedstocks/products/reactants in chained reactions. Rumen 
process things in a particular reaction chain. Is that the correct one, or are the 
others better?

▸ How do we determine what are actually scale up challenges when scaling up a 
rumen?

▸ Retention time in a cow is 70% conversion in 48h because it is employing: 
mechanical, enzymatic, fermentative…and then mechanical again.

Inoculation considerations

▸ Influence on reactor design

‣ CAPEX tradeoffs of salt tolerant reactors etc. 

▸ Incorporation of engineered strains?

– The microbiome changes from lab to real system, because of the 
rest of the microbiome of the cow (i.e. the mechanical pump will 
operate differently and change the composition less than the cow 
does)

▸ Stability of community?

– Once stability of the community is reached it doesn’t really matter. 

– Salt tolerant inoculum is a must for some systems.

▸ Relationship to feedstock

▸ Mixing and non-uniformity considerations?

Adjustable parameters for shaping the microbiome

▸ pH in the reactor

– Microbiome that is self stabilizing at a specific pH (5-6?) is a great thing. 

▸ Mixing / Diffusion / Mass transfer /Temperature

▸ Additives

– Ethanol or H2 as an additive could be beneficial

– Other ways to create a reducing environment (excess electricity). 

– Glycerol and lactate

– Trace elements. (not typically optimized, ways to improve this?) –
Is this really a problem for non-methanogenic organisms?

▸ Temperature

▸ Partial pressure of the reactor

– Function of reactor height, e.g. will be different in a 60 ft tower. 

– Partial pressure of H2, O2, other gases in the system all effect the 
microbiome differently. 

– H2 vacuum removal demonstrated to achieve arrested methanogenesis

– Organic loading rate –higher the organic loading rate less methanogenesis 

– Retention time in the reactors- shorter the retention time less methanogenesis 

Additional Comments

▸ Dissolved methane can be a large amount (for dilute feed streams up to 
half the CH4 stays in the liquid and is lost). Does that shift if process is 
engineered to avoid CH4?

▸ Can co-culture systems be modeled? Effects of trace element deficiencies on 
community and stabilizing

▸ Time till microbiome stabilizes - around 2-3 HRTs
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Mimicking the rumen

▸ Productivity

– Gap exists; achieving cow-like metrics could be 
difference between being niche and having impact

– Structural carbohydrates vs non-structural are processed 
differently in a rumen. …Advantages of partial feedstock 
processing

▸ Product separation

– Specific products could be the limiting step.

– Leach bed reactor extracts the volatile acids and could be 
used in a recycling system. Also affords more control over 
contaminants. 

– Rumen separation is a surface area dependent 
phenomenon. Absorption is also driven by 
concentration gradient. 

– Fast separation can remove VFAs that are toxic to 
certain organisms in the reactor. pH dependent

– Continuous product recovery real opportunity

▸ Pretreatment

– Feedstock dependent considerations. 

– “Co-treatment” or recycling back into different reaction 
chambers strong strategy for higher productivity / yield

– Silage / acid storage systems

▸ High solids processing

– Solids handling can be challenging. Solid feedstock 
components moving through vs liquids. It’s a different way of 
thinking about reactor design. 

– Membrane + liquid recirculation / maintain high reactor 
cell count

▸ Heterogeneous feedstock processing

– Wet milling is hugely beneficial. About a dozen technologies 
to do this at low energy exist. 

– Inorganics (e.g. CaCO3) that are already found in the 
feedstock can be used as milling solids. 

▸ High product yields and max conversion

– Kinetics of the reactor were more important factor to drive 
down CAPEX than reactor size.

▸ Artificial rumen project at UC Davis

– Protozoa and fungi consortium members tricky, former have 
synergy with archaea

▸ Reactor materials don’t need to last long – consider simple, 
flexible, low-cost biomimetic reactors e.g. plastic

– Material selection depends on reactor type. Above point may 
not be valid for all reactor operations.
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▸ Most lab or pilot scale AD uses mixing, which in overall 
time scale makes the AD a completely mixed system. 
Parameters obtained from such systems may not 
translate directly into the large scale systems since 
majority of large scale ADs are not mixed (intentionally) or 
mixed at a very slow speed. The effective layering  can 
induce different microbial community development, and it 
has been reported that such non-mixed AD might actually 
have better resilience to shock conditions. For unmixed 
systems, there may be a disadvantage in overall mass 
transfer layer thickness but close-distance syntrophic 
arrangement may produce better stability.

▸ It is very difficult to recover methane dissolved in low 
temperature water. It would be better if waste heat source 
can be combined with AD so that 1) biological activity is 
higher 2) methane solubility is lower. For example, co-
location of power plants and WWTP can be an 
arrangement where the waste heat can be used for 
anaerobic process and the treated wastewater can be 
used for cooling water. When such system is in place, the 
only issue will be to remove ammonia very efficiently.

▸ Solubility of methane in AD environment mostly depends 
on temperature. It is a challenge if reactors run at 
psychrophilic temperature range.

▸ Salt tolerant inocula should be emphasized.

▸ What liquid is being recirculated in high solids MBRs?

▸ From the life cycle perspective, how does adding H2 or 
ethanol affect the sustainability of digestion, as ethanol 
itself is only barely net energy positive, depending on 
whose study you cite, adding it as a feedstock necessary 
for moving forward is likely making for an unsustainable 
product, as ethanol production has many environmental 
concerns (i.e. eutrophication)
H2 is usually made from fossil fuel derived energy, does 
this make sense from a LCA perspective.  If you can 
harness the H2 from the digestion process, then maybe, 
otherwise, I am not convinced.

▸ The termite methane fermentation should be considered 
an environment for conversion of alternative feeds such 
as wood.

▸ The in situ rumen fermentation  gives higher methane 
yields and conversion rates from cellulosic substrates 
than anaerobic digester fermentation.

▸ In vitro cultures from both environments give similar but 
lower performances.  Factors influencing this include 
particle size reduction, pretreatment enzymes in the 
mouth, protozoan pretreatment, absorption of 
fermentation products by the animal, and rapid removal of 
hydrogen via methanogenesis.  Research should begin 
with an exhaustive literature review as a lot of work has 
been done on this topic,  Research should focus on 
mechanisms and should involve genomic techniques.
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Group 3 – A – Biological product upgrade strategies

Guiding Questions

‣What biological upgrading strategies might be viable routes to higher-value 

products? 

‣What are the compelling characteristics of these conversions? 

‣ Combinations of biology and electrical catalysis? 

‣What are the employment and scale implications? 

‣What are the separations requirements?

‣ Additions of H or CO, catalytic reduction of CO2?
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Biological upgrading pathways of interest

▸ Acetate - Need to have electricity to maintain carbon efficiency

▸ Organic acids (VFAs) - lower MW can’t be extracted, longer 
chain can be separated

▸ Ethane

– Made in very small quantities

– Genetic modification needed, side reaction to known 
enzymes

▸ hexanoic acid / octanoic acid - C6, C8, enables separation

▸ Lactic acid

▸ Lipids - Intracellular product / Not completely carbon efficient (C:N 
ratio is very important) 

▸ Volatile alkane – Trivial separations, but may volatilize in addition 
to phase separation

Envisioned integrated final design

▸ Sugar with hydrogen addition using pure culture

▸ Starting with manure, want to stop the methane production, 
produce organic acid, but hard to achieve the titers to enable 
separations 

▸ Chemical catalysis copper nanoparticles, CO2 -> ethanol, cost 
reductions required for deployment

▸ Conversion of CO2 and H2 to Methane using electricity

▸ Organic Acids reduced to alcohols using electricity, hydrogen 
intermediate consumed immediately, removes a storage step, 
but can’t compete with the kinetics of hydrogen addition by 
bubbling

▸ Sludge gasification and syngas production

Additional Comments

▸ Addition of H2 in a separate reactor, multiple pot reactor 

▸ CO -> acetate with mixed culture

▸ Single pot reactor increases gas efficiency, H2 reducing gas 
improves carbon efficiency

▸ Potential of propionic acid as product/methanogenesis inhibitor

▸ Recycle carbon dioxide, hexanoic acid and octanoic acids

▸ Upgrading organic acid requires CO 

▸ Depends on the oxidation state of the desired product, to exceed 
the average state of biomass have to add energy

▸ Use of biology would enable the use of impure gases

▸ Maintenance of genetically modified organism in the community is 
difficult

▸ Mixotrophic culture with photosynthetic organisms, but then need 
to deliver light to the reactor

▸ Stop methanogenesis, add a photogenic organism, and produce 
long chain fatty acids … feeding acetate to algae

▸ Connection to Electrofuels

– Much recent progress in manipulating mixed cultures with 
application of electricity

▸ Production of ethylene as intermediate for membrane-assisted 
volatile separation

– Aerobic process; techno-economic feasibility unclear

▸ Desired product titer, purity (or selectivity) and yield dictates 
separation requirement 
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▸ Emphasis should be on use of 

digester residues (e.g. 

posttreatment for further conversion 

to methane or other useful products)

▸ Need for clarification around the 

term “impure gases”
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▸ Final integrated design including 

sugar with hydrogen addition using 

pure culture should be deleted. 

Utilization of sugar and hydrogen  is 

not sustainable and economical.



Group 3 – B – Catalytic/electro-catalytic upgrading and best pairings with biological 

intermediates

Guiding Questions

‣ Which options are most promising for non-biological upgrading?

‣ What are the fundamental advantages of these options? 

‣ What are the scale constraints for electrocatalytic methods? 

‣ What do catalytic methods require from upstream separations? 

‣ What are the current technical challenges limiting more widespread use of these 

methods? 

‣ Identify best pairings with different feedstocks.
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Product pathways available

▸ Thermocatalytic

– Sulfur / other catalyst poisons

– Ionic strength

– Low concentrations must be addressed

– Separation of nonaqueous compounds

– CAPEX of high temperature equipment prohibitive for small 
scale deployment

▸ Hydrogen`ation

▸ Alcohol upgrading

▸ Organic acid production – High C yield

▸ Levulinic acid production

▸ Possible in single feed stream

▸ Lead electrodes

▸ Increased tolerance

▸ Kolbe electrolysis

▸ Biological upgrading to C6/C8 or higher plus phase separation

▸ What are the conditions under which these pathways are 
preferred? 
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Electrocatalysis

▸ Major benefits

– Selectivity (possibly)

– Bypass low solubility of H2 in water (in situ generation)

• Low pressure, low cost tanks/containers

– Carry out in water

– Enables high current densities

▸ Major challenges

– Overpotential

– Production rate – high current density

– Electrode composition/Advanced electrodes

• Conductive slurries

– Fuel mixture control

– Sulfur resistant electrodes/electrode reconditioning

– Trace metal precipitation on cathode surface

– Cost – expensive materials and operating cost 

▸ State of the art

– Overpotential (~2 V) 

– Electrically control redox potential

• Fluidized electrode / flow electrode / “electro-digestion”

– Ketones and aldehydes upgrading trivial

▸ What are the technical hurdles that must be crossed?

– Reduced overpotential

– Compatibility between electrodes and microbes (typically 
sensitive to anode materials)

– Separate electrochemistry and biology



Additional comments

▸ Faradaic efficiency & overall process efficiency

▸ Critical need for advanced separation processes

– Reaction driven separation

▸ Electrochemical processes difficult to scale up – Thermochemical 
processes difficult to scale down

– Identify inflection point

▸ Pairing catalysis with biology

– Kolbe electrolysis for longer chains

▸ Ketonization

– Lower cost catalysts/systems

– Pathway to branching

▸ Approaches to produce appropriate variety of lengths & branching 
for high value fuels

– Fuel specific catalytic processes

▸ Coupling electrocatalytic and catalytic approaches

▸ Comparing H2 vs e-, theoretically same mechanisms

– no roadblocks to electocatalysis but early TRL

– Limitation of H2 to cross phase boundary a driver for 
electrocatalytic work
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Catalytic Hydrogenation

▸ Major benefits

– More appropriate for C2-C4 bio-intermediates

– Cheaper catalyst options

– Significant catalyst science progress could be harnessed

▸ Major challenges

– Poisoning, depending on catalyst

– Distributed H2 generation required for small scale

▸ State of the art

– More mature technology

– Ketonization – ~1 bar, T 350-400°C; ceria, zirconia, or 
similar metal oxides

• Ketones produced; then condense or 
hydrodeoxygenation

• Definitely more processing required

– Acid reduction - typically in water, very high H2 P (~50-100 
bar / limited by solubility of H2 in aqueous media) over 
reduced noble metal catalyst, T ~200°C, longish residence 
times

• Mostly alcohol products; downstream dehydration, 
oligomerization and isomerization to fuels of various 
chain lengths 

• Used directly as fuels if separation from water 
achieved

• Used to esterify acids to make esters (great fuel 
properties)



▸ Effects of acid additions on downstream –

fertilizer or wastewater treatment – should be 

taken into consideration.
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Additional Comments

▸ A reformer based on an internal combustion 
engine can be a compact and inexpensive 
solution to convert small-scale biogas to 
syngas. These units can process about 
50,000 standard cubic feet  per day (SCFD) 
of gas per engine with high efficiency. Such a 
system already has the advantage of the 
economy of scale with mass manufactured 
engine blocks, for e.g., a Chevy V8 can take 
most of the methane from a small to medium-
sized WWTP. From the syngas it is possible 
to produce methanol easily, which eliminates 
the necessity for trucking in an external 
carbon source to the WWTP. In addition, the 
syngas can also be converted to various 
value-added chemicals such as diesel, jet 
fuel, olefins and ammonia using well-
established processes.



Group 3 – C – Separations unit operations required to facilitate upgrading strategies

Guiding Questions

‣ How might separations challenges limit accessible AD intermediates or 

constrain feedstocks? 

‣What separations unit operations are required to facilitate upgrading strategies? 

‣ How may separation challenges impact CAPEX requirements and overall process 

economics? 

‣What separations are needed in terms of feedstock sources?

‣ Reaction rate for utilization of byproducts?

‣ Economical separation of intermediate products?

‣ Are there separation technologies for dissolved CH4 capture so as to not release?
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Volatile fatty acids target intermediate

▸ Separations required dependent on which fatty acid you are 
separating- pH adjustment and membrane depends on VFA 
and scale of processing.

▸ Nanofiltration potential for a range of VFAs – e.g. ceramic, 
charged, 3M membrane distillation project

▸ Technical Challenges

– What mix of product is desired, tailored for end use

– Reverse osmosis membrane, tightness tuning (pKa is 
capable) for chain length or size.  Optimal product stream

– Developing permeative specificity for C2, C4, etc.

– Need to dewater and “degunk” dilute product feeds into 
membrane separation. Cost? Uses inform production design

– Electrochemical separation of VFAs is new but proven 
approach

– Defining concentration range- on scale of 1%-creates cost 
barriers

– Process intensification- pervaporation, electrodialysis

– 2-step reactive separation in digester design to constantly 
remove product stream

– Adsorption columns

Biogas as product

▸ Current CH4-CO2 membrane separations designed for high 
pressure ruggedness / NG

▸ Opportunity for dramatically superior membranes designed for low 
pressure biogas

Medium-chain length organic acids 

▸ Chain elongation 

▸ Liquid separation/extraction

▸ Take advantage of in situ separation

Carboxylate salts as target intermediate

▸ Carboxylic acids separation required

Separation process design

▸ Ones with no need for hydrogenation

– What products are more accessible thru bio route rather 
than petro competition

– Can never compete with oil prices at $50/barrel. 

▸ Volatiles through liquid separation i.e. acetone

– Less of an issue with phase separation

– Dissolved organics in permeate can still biofoul

– Carbon or ceramic membranes can be stable at high T

▸ MCFAs

– Cost competition with palm oil

– Chlorine can be used in certain cases. MF membranes-
polyamides. 

Additional Comments:

▸ Separation vs concentration different unit operations

▸ Integrating reactive product removal through process engineering 
with new materials i.e. membranes.

▸ Mostly done with expensive final products, need to drive cost 
down.  Target carboxylic acid concentrations?

▸ Final product titer, purity and yield needs to be determined for 
required separations. 
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▸ It may be beneficial to develop 

nanofilter (NF) scale membranes 

that can separate different 

molecules at a different rate. For 

example, larger organic molecule 

that has neutral charge may have 

higher passage rate in these 

membranes compared to smaller 

organics with charges. Compared to 

reverse osmosis (RO), this type of 

membrane will have a very low level 

of pressure drop, so the energy 

consumption can be minimized.

▸ Fouling in membrane systems can 

be the cause of high operation and 

maintenance expenses. It is 

necessary to develop membranes 

or systems that can resist fouling 

with minimum energy/chemical 

input.

▸ Electrochemical separations of 

VFAs is a challenge if reactor 

medium or effluent contains high 

concentration of solids (>1 g/L)
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Group 4 – A – Key technical problems / risks

Guiding Questions

‣ APRA-E funding opportunities require potential to “move the needle” on a 

technical challenge, working toward significant energy / emissions impact. 

‣What is the most reasonable source of reducing power for cost-effective 

upgrading? 

‣What are the most compelling ways consortia engineering could be harnessed for 

RAD / bioenergy?

‣ At what scale could RAD be financially feasible, and which feedstock(s) ultimately 

make sense based on this? 

‣What other problems/risks need to be addressed?
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Potential cost-effective reductants

▸ Electricity

– Direct introduction to consortium, or after chemical reactions, progress 
on increased electron delivery but not certain that this can contribute to 
a longer metabolic pathway, transfer is through hydrogen intermediate 
step and this influences down stream chemistry, overcome gas mass 
transfer

– Transition CO2 to formate for CO2 recycling

▸ Hydrogen

– If it worked… easiest to introduce, and most versatility, natural gas is 
the best answer (~$.50 / kg)

▸ CO

– Bigger effects for reducing equivalents, CAPEX savings on the 
electrolyzer

▸ Formate

– Similar reducing capacity, with a different set of organisms, frequently 
inhibitory, lower energy than CO

▸ Ethanol (or Lactate) from biomass

– Provides the reducing equivalents, has lost carbon to make the ethanol

▸ Residues from lignin-cellulosic fermentation

– Heavily reduced residues, de-water, gasification and liquefaction, 
releases CO, allows for recycling of nutrients

▸ Light / photosynthesis

– Direct capture of CO2, coupled oxidation with photosynthesis

Most appropriate scales to consider for a program?

▸ Farm

– Single farm installations unlikely to adopt systems with constant 
care/oversight requirement / monitoring capital requirement. In these 
cases, biogas may still be the best outcome.

– Process intensification very interesting 

• fluidized beds?

• Subjecting microbes to more extreme environment (T, P)

– Mobile and modular systems for use of distributed resources

• Seasonal requirement for some farms (hogs, poultry)

• Military seasonality

▸ Industrial 

– Energy crops/ crop residues much larger source of feedstocks, 
marine feedstocks

– Dairies, breweries, food producers/ processors 

▸ Urban

– Scale depends on what systems you’re improving on, rates of 
hydrolysis, Sewage, 

– Separation of organic waste from the rest of the food stream, 
bricks/sand clog the stream, behavior problem, scale of urban waste 
could capture (4 quad), free or negative feedstock cost, contamination 
with plastics and metals 

Process control

▸ Real time, online control, downtime is a major issue, weekly monitoring, 
imbalance from acidification, monitor methane content of the gas, and 
slow the feed rate of the reactor until recovery

▸ Volatile acid monitoring

▸ Redox potential, hydrogen concentration in the gas
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Most compelling ways consortia engineering could be harnessed

▸ Hydrolysis improvement/ intensification

– Current rate limiting step, done by enzymes and physical process 
in ethanol production, poor mixing in the reactor slows this step, 
limitation because of feedstock heterogeneity

– Particle size is an issue 

• algae is easier to digest than sorghum, but different chemistry

• cow chews, protists further decrease

– 70% conversion from food waste to lactic acid after thorough mixing

– Increase of temperature to 70 C increased production of methane from 
thermophiles 

▸ Arrested methanogenesis

– Avoid inhibitors, as they are maintained in effluent

– Can lower pH, but this produces a lot of salt, solids are a process 
burden

– Decrease residence time

▸ 2 phase system

– Promotes acid production, inhibits methanogenesis, very stable 
system

▸ Improved consortium

– Rumination special attributes include: mechanical preparation, 
protozoa/fungi as part of the community (how important?), 
cow/cow gut enzymes, gut retention of important biocatalysts

– Identify syntrophic relationships in reactor environment

– Anaerobic gut fungal community cultures could be used to inform 
the next generation of reactors 

– Genetic engineering 

• Identify key species that makes the consortium unique.

• 2-3 keystone species can be engineered that could target high 
titer and product profile, 

• Key for process intensification, downside is the sterilization of 
feedstock and reactor, 

• Engineer inocula - enriched consortium, cost factor – use of a 
sterile/homogenous feed (niche application)

• variable feedstock is a strength of AD and complicated consortia 
is needed, 

• regulatory issues limit release

– Use engineered organisms for upgrading, but the consortium may lose 
efficacy at the hydrolysis step

▸ In situ product removal

– Contradictory information about how this contributes to optimal 
production

– This is what happens in biogas production

– Wastewater treatment industry uses cyclones to separate items that 
require further hydrolysis

– Recovering acid product most expensive part of the process
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▸ Free sugars should also be considered 
as source of reducing power.

▸ Regarding scale, highest priority should 
be on 1) marine macroalgae; 2) high 
volume wastes (MSW, crop residues, 
AD wood, microalgae).  Emphasis 
should me on maximum methane 
yields. 

▸ Projects should include modeling, 
sensitivity analyses to identify cost 
sensitivity of system components.

▸ Really possible to achieve efficient 
methanogenesis at 70°C?

▸ Another rumination special attribute 
may be that rumen is essentially an 
Anaerobic MBR (during reaction), 
where organisms are retained, feeds 
can flow in, and most importantly, 
wastes can be washed out.

▸ Another example of in situ product 
removal is use of a H2 membrane to 
reduce the H2 partial pressure in situ. 
This can further enhance the H2

production reaction, which is the 
targeted direction.
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Group 4 – B&C – Programmatic considerations

Guiding Questions

‣ Target metrics (carbon efficiency; $ per weight, volume or energy content; 

electron input requirement) 

‣ Benchmarking relative to existing technologies

– Standard AD, hydrothermal liquefaction, upgrading of biogas

‣Which key problems need to be addressed to lower the cost of/intensify the 

anaerobic digestion process?

‣What is a meaningful scale?

‣Which feedstocks should we consider?
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Metric Value Comments

Carbon efficiency 66% is the state of the art. Above that will be 

hard. 

90-95% is being done in pure cultures for 

specific products

C efficiency is not meaningful by itself- dependent on 

feedstock and product definition. 

$ per weight $0.03 per mol Carbon product (C1) Spread of feedstock vs product. Competition with carbon 

tax at various levels. Competition vs gasoline.

$ per Energy content Tied to CAPEX number

Electron input 

requirement

Tied to C efficiency. Defined by product (perhaps defined 

as min energy density or composition)

Efficiency of using 

Reducing Equivalents

90+% conversion eff. Possibly more meaningful than C efficiency as a single 

metric. 

Capex eff and total 

capex

2-3$/kW electric nameplate capacity Volumetric or land use requirements as a proxy

In terms of opportunity cost

Space time yield 2-10X improvement to ~50g/L/day* 

(0.2 Cow)

1 Cow = 250 g/L/day. 

State of the art is about 5-25g/L/day

Gal product/ton 70-80 gal/dry ton (dependent on chemical 

being produced)

Assuming med-low ash content

Titer, rate, and yield Meet a min requirement for each; maximize 

most appropriate metric for specific 

application. 10-100x rate improvement.

Process intensification may require continuous removal of 

product to maximize rate (at expense of titer)

Target 

Metrics

46All targets must be defined in terms of a (set of) feedstocks and products

Cap of feedstock ~60-80$/dry ton. Product should be defined as min market size/energy impact
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* Diversity of opinions around precise units. One proposed standard is Volatile Solids  (VS) Loading Rate [g VS/L/day].

NOTE: These are not consensus targets, nor targets 

necessarily being pursued by ARPA-E; the below are 

targets suggested by various participants.



Process Intensification

▸ Pretreatment, co-treatment

▸ Doubling productivity with minimizing impact

– Caveat: extra ingredients need to be 
biodegradable/sustainable. No extra harm to 
environment

– Feedstocks containing lignin will be much more 
difficult than using other waste streams

▸ Titer needs to be maintained (cost of recovery only in the 
context of energy density or some other product definition)

– Eventual titer and purity in the final product stream

▸ Rate might be more important consideration than total 
yield

▸ LCA of total process inputs e.g. total input of enzymes 
need to be defined

▸ Stability of intensified process (does it degrade after short 
period)

▸ Microbiomes should be compared on the same feedstock
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Appropriate Scale?

▸ Open anaerobic systems scale well. But do intensification 
efforts scale as well?

▸ Define the deployable scale

▸ Min scale 10-20L reactor scale

– Cooling water etc. need to be considered in a 
techno-economic analysis of the system

– Microcontaminants at small scale should be 
considered

– Real world feedstock is important

– Mixing rate in the inside of the reactor does not 
necessarily scale with larger systems

▸ Defined as a derivative of final scale (e.g. Modula units 
can be smaller because they do not have to scale as 
much)

▸ Scope: Are separations and up/downstream processing 
being considered as part of the process. 

▸ Continuous processing for recovery

▸ Testing of fouling on membranes needs to be at least a 
few gal/min to yield meaningful results. 

▸ Continuous operation for 30+ days? Or 3+ HRTs/SRTs



Feedstock considerations

▸ Min availability in a given radius – sufficiently 
concentrated or sufficiently distributed. 

▸ Must be waste feedstock or crop residue 
feedstock. 

▸ Distribution of current digesters should be 
considered as a proxy for regulations. 
Feedstock, product and waste/side streams 
should be considered as a whole (solids, 
NPK) 

▸ Heat balance

▸ Solids discharge needs to be managed. High 
productivity of the cow also yields too much 
waste

▸ LCA - CO2 offset potential (i.e. location 
specific digesters relative to clean electrons)

▸ Projection and extrapolation should be done 
carefully

Other Problems / Risks

▸ Process robustness

– Feedstock insensitive. Ability to accept 
multiple feedstocks would have value. 

▸ Products should have potential to be 
stepping stone to fuel or other 
chemicals
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▸ For C efficiency, overall energy and mass balance needs to be taken into 

account. For example, starting with carbohydrate (high in oxygen) can never 

achieve higher than 50% methane, while proteins can reach 70% methane.

▸ When using AD, the overall process can be energy positive if the feedwater

has sufficient BOD. This is theoretically possible in Europe where the feed 

BOD is 500-600 ppm but in US it is nearly impossible since the feed BOD is 

about 200-250 ppm. It would be a significant breakthrough if the feed water 

organics can be concentrated while producing discharge quality effluent. 

For example, a process using NF type of membranes to treat wastewater 

(no activated sludge) which requires a small amount of energy can be 

developed. In such system, biofouling of the membrane surface (growth of 

anaerobic biofilm) needs to be controlled and ammonia needs to be treated 

separately.

▸ I see space time yield and titer rate yield as the two key target metrics ad 

both can drive reduction in capital cost through higher specific production 

and improved separation. This to me points to biology and (pre)treatment as 

the areas most important to develop with all the other following. Would not 

pursue higher carbon efficiency but equivalent one in less time and at 

higher titer.

▸ I would argue that even open AD systems do not scale that well given the 

importance of mixing and mass transfer. The minimum deployable scale is 

one where the impact of mixing, mass transfer and temperature control are 

visible, quantifiable and providing data for realistic scale up. For this reason 

any AD experimental work at scale less than a few tens of liters - and in 

some cases hundreds - is probably not very meaningful and useful only to 

provide a theoretical target. Up and Downstream considerations also need 

to be considered. The typical approaches - e.g. best management practices 

- are not adequate.

▸ Conversion technology should match scale of available feedstocks

▸ Currently solid destruction ratio for manure and sludge anaerobic digestion 

is around 40-55%. It is higher for easily degradable food waste. Due to 

widely varying composition and volume of waste streams, volatile solid 

content is usually used for design of AD. Carbon content is usually used for 

known waste composition, such as waste from petrochemical plants to 

design more advanced AD technologies, such as upflow anaerobic sludge 

blanket reactors.

▸ The CapEx for AD is in the range off $2-3 per installed electrical Watt, not 

kW. Solar panels are in the range of $1.2-2 per installed Watt, however the 

only have about 15% efficiency (i.e. x0.15).

▸ If AD is considered a waste treatment practice as it has been, the 

management and quality of the AD effluent and waste products also need to 

be considered (meet discharge standard or reuse or minimize quantity, etc.)

▸ Recommend following projects be considered:

– Evaluation of Potential Macro- and Micro-Marine Algae for 

Biochemical Methane Potential, inoculum evaluation and 

development, conversion designs, and potential contribution to 

energy production and carbon mitigation.

– Improvement of AD Stability and Reliability Via Continuous Process 

Monitoring and Control.

– Pre-Treatment of Feedstocks and Post-treatment of Residues to 

Maximize Methane Yields and Process Conversion Rates.

– Use of Genomics to Relate Population Dynamics to Digester 

Operation and Performance (reactor design, feedstock, 

temperature, loading rate, stability).

– Evaluation of Rumen and Termite Methane Fermentations to 

Determine Factors that may Improve Industrial AD Systems.
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